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Abstract— Over the last years there has been an increasing
growth of interest in Rapid Prototyping (RP) techniques applied
to various fields of medicine. RP makes it possible, in vascular
surgery, to produce accurate anatomic replicas of patient vessels.
These replicas can help the customization of surgical invasive
interventions such as in situ stent-graft insertion in carotid region.
The main goal of this work is to obtain high quality in lumen
reconstruction and manufacturing replicas by RP technique. This
goal is achieved through the complete control of each phase of
the generating process.
We present a semi-automatic method for carotid lumen reconstruction based on Boundary Representation (BRep). All
parameters influencing the quality of the shape reconstruction
are presented and discussed: shape acquisition, shape reconstruction and shape manufacturing. The shape acquisition starts by
extracting the points belonging to the boundary of the lumen
vessel, from Computer Tomography (CT) images. These points,
parameterised in a vector, are the input data of the shape
reconstruction algorithm based on B-Spline interpolation. The
B-Spline type for representing curves and surfaces were chosen
because of their properties of continuity and local control.
In the shape reconstruction stage we had to face problems
due to the topological change on the vessel structure. For vessel
regions where there are not changes of topology, we use the closed
B-Spline curves (belonging to adjacent acquisition planes) as
generating curves to build a B-Spline surface. For vessel regions
with at least a change of topology (ex. bifurcation region) our
algorithm split automatically the involved curves to obtain three
rectangular B-Spline patches. Such patches are joined together
to obtain the bifurcation vessel lumen. The set of lumen surfaces
is then inserted in a Boundary Representation in order to get a
valid solid.
To analyse the quality of the reconstructed shapes, the final
object is compared with the acquisition image. This solid is
correctly tessellated in triangles to produce the data format used
by the RP devices (STL).
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In 1991, a study of Parodi et al. [1] reports for the first time
on animal experimentation and initial clinical trials exploring
the feasibility of excluding of an abdominal aortic aneurysm
by placing of an intraluminal, stent-anchored, Dacron prosthetic graft (stent-graft).
The stent-graft device is cylinder-shaped, mesh-like metal
scaffolding, usually coated with plastic or ”fabric” material,
that an interventional radiologist can place within a channel to
keep it open. When compressed and fitted onto a catheter, the
stent-graft can be inserted through a small femoral arteriotomy,
or possibly percutaneously. When released from the catheter,
the stent-graft expands to a size and shape, pre-determined,
during the planning stage, providing a new normal-sized lumen
to maintain blood flow. Anatomically correct positioning of
appropriately sized stents does not produce relevant flow
disturbances in the Internal Carotid Artery (ICA) (see Fig.
1). For clinical application, stent location and size must be
carefully determined [2]. The stent-graft is designed to fit
tightly into the blood vessel, creating a pressure seal that
prevents flow around the stent-graft [3]. Sometimes after the
stent insertion some leaks are found. Main causes of leaks
are: misplacement of the stent-graft; morphologic features of
the vessel; displacement of the graft; material fatigue and
degradation over time; graft limbs or tubes that were too
short or that ended in the distal cone of the aneurysm; a size
mismatch between the graft limb and the vessel. In all these
patients additional stents must be implanted to seal the leaks
[4].
It is also important to note that not all patients are suitable
candidates for stent-grafts insertion procedure, primarily due
to anatomic features that cannot be accommodated by current
stent-graft designs [5].

From the above discussion on the peculiarity of patient
disease, the need to produce custom stent-grafts, emerges.
Surgeons agree that this customization allows a reduction of
global cost, and time-length extension [6]. An important goal
of the stent-graft customization procedures is to build a good
lumen replica which can be used as make-up model.
The main goal of this work is to obtain an accurate and
suitable shape representation of a lumen vessel that can be
automatically manufactured in order to help such a customization. To achieve such kind of customization process we
reconstruct a valid solid model of vessels from CT data, and
after a preliminar medical validation we make a 3D printing
of it using the RP technique known as Fused Deposition
Modelling (FDM).
In general RP refers to the physical modelling using a
special class of machine technology. Using an additive approach to build shapes, RP systems join liquid, powder or
sheet materials to form physical objects layer by layer using
thin, horizontal cross sections of the computer model [7].

Fig. 1. Our region of interest is the carotid region enclosed by the boldface rectangular. Common Carotid Artery (CCA), Internal Carotid Artery
(ICA) and External Carotid Artery (ECA), with bifurcation are graphically
represented.

three angiograms, taken from a single rotational stereoscopic
acquisition. This approach recovers the geometry of the main
arteries trough the point matching in two of the segmented
images using the information recovered from the third image.
This method needs good calibration and requires breatheld
acquisitions.
Yoo et al. [10] present the use of variational surfaces for
anatomic modelling. Froma data acquired using an endovascular ultrasound transducer. The transducer is drawn slowly
through the vessel acquiring cross-sectional images. Each
individual slice is then segmented and the aggregate constours
are processed to form a variational implicit surface. It is a
method that allows the employment of sparsely and unevenly
sampled data to represent complex biological surfaces. In
addition the method represents easily shapes with arbitrary
topology without interpolation or aliasing errors. However the
computational cost of using this systems rise with the number
of points required to faithfully represent the surface.
Wicker et al. [12] developed a geometric computer model
by using two different commercial softwares. They were able
to reconstruct accurate geometry of vessels for their use in RP
process.
Ladak et al. [11] use a fast technique to extract arterial
geometry, even from complicated branching geometries, from
serial MR images. This result is carried out using a “virtual
balloon” which, when placed inside the threedimensional
lumen geometry given by the serial MR image data, is inflated
to simultaneously segment and reconstruct the lumen. In some
cases, the reconstructed surface may need to be manually
modified.
Our work follows the scheme proposed by Ladak [11], but
unlike his technique, we use an automatic shape reconstruction technique to reconstruct complex geometry and topology
changes.
II. T OOLS AND M ETHODS

The most complex point of the shape reconstruction is the
bifurcation region, we are dealing with the common carotid
artery. The human carotid artery bifurcation is a complex,
three-dimensional structure exhibiting non-planarity and both
in- and out-of-plane curvature [8].
Our specific objectives were:
to write a rapid and automatic routine for lumen segmentation and surface reconstruction from serial CT images;
to have as much control as possible of the manufacturing
pipeline of the lumen vessel;
to produce a 3d printing of the solid model of the vessel
with FDM technique.
Main reconstruction methods present in literature are based
on:
Stereoscopic algorithms;
Balloon algorithms;
CAD reconstruction from serial images from CT or MR
(Magnetic Resonance)
Blondel et al. [9] illustrate an algorithm for an automatic
3D reconstruction of the coronary arteries centerlines from

The project is developed according to the pipeline shown
in Fig. 2.
There are three main steps:
Shape acquisition from image segmentation;
Shape reconstruction;
Shape printing with FDM;
Each phase is analyzed below:
A. Shape acquisition from image segmentation
The dataset chosen for this study is an autoptic specimen of
a human right carotid artery, fixed while distending to restore
normal in vivo morphology, explanted from a cadaver of a 32
years old man, died by an accident, without apparent cerebral
disease [17]. The examination was performed by a helical
Picker scanner 5000 of the Brotzu Hospital in Cagliari. Dataset
was transferred from the clinical device to our workstation by
using DICOM3 standard protocol [18], [19].
The principal goal of a segmentation process is to partition
an image into regions that are homogeneous with respect to
one or more features. The application of segmentation yo our

Fig. 2. The pipeline of lumen reconstruction and manufacturing project.
The segmentation tool is the segmentation software written during VIVA [21]
project, a previous project developed at CRS4. 3D printing of the object output
from splinetor is realized with FDM technique [24].

problem includes the lumen boundary detection, see Fig. (3).
Principal approaches for edge and lines detection in an image
are based on thresholding, region growing, region splitting and
merging; a comparison between the segmentation techniques
is out of the purpose of this article interested reades can refer
to [13].
The picture segmentation is a semi-automatic process driven
by the end-user (operator). We used the library Contour
[20] developed during VIVA project [21] based on GSNAKE
[22] open-source software (the analysis of the segmentation
algorithm details is described in [14]). Fig. (3) shows the final
step of the segmentation algorithm applied on the original
CT image of the vessel structure; each acquired CT image
is segmented to have the 2D shape. Our approach is based
on region growing algorithm, it starts with a pixel (seed) or a
group of pixels that belongs to the lumen (shown in green in
Fig. 3).
A simple reparametrization algorithm is applied to all points
vectors (J [0,nsld], where nsld is the number of CT slices)
in order to simplify the shape reconstruction task. All points at
cross level J are parameterized in clockwise order starting from
the minimum x coordinate. The corresponding point in the
adjacent image plane curve (J+1), is found by nearest distance
computation between points belonging to two adjacent slices.
B. Shape reconstruction
The solid model of the carotid lumen is made using Boundary Representation (BRep). B-Rep models describe a solid
indirectly by representing its bounding surface [25]; they can
be used for a wide class of objects but for objects with a
complex data structure, they require a large memory space
[26]. To avoid troubles during the data-processing phase before
3D printing, we need to compute a valid BRep Model, i.e. a
model fulfilling the following conditions: the set of faces must
form a complete skin of the solid with no missing parts, faces

Fig.
 3. Autoptic carotid CT image segmentation. Pixel dimension are
for x and y coordinates, while the slice width is 2 mm; the
distance between two adjacent slices is 3 mm. The lumen (black region)
boundary has been identified by a region growing algorithm. The result is a
set of points (green color). The CT image has a resolution of 512 x512 pixels.

must be closed, coherently oriented, bounded, connected, and
must not intersect each other except at common vertices or
edges [27]. We resolved these problems using Open Cascade,
and Qt for visualization.
1) Open Cascade: Open Cascade [28], or simply OCAS,
by MATRA is a general-purpose CAD (Computer Aided
Design) software. This system gives a complete application
development environment, made up of about 10.000 classes
written in C++ and organized in about 400 project files.
In particular, an ”OCAS project” is a collection of classes
that share common functionalities in some semantic area of
geometry and/or graphics.
The classes of OCAS offer the infrastructure (Rapid Application Framework) either for both the rapid development of
geometric computing oriented applications and for ”design” in
some specific areas of interest, say in advanced CAD tools,
design databases, simulation systems or graphics rendering of
complex assemblies.
OCAS internal code organization uses only C++ classes
that are grouped under packages. Every package belongs to
an OCAS library; finally a group of libraries forms a module.
The main reason of this software architecture is to link together
services and algorithms which operate in the same semantic
domain.
OCAS provides a smart pointer mechanism called handle
which allows automatic memory management.
2) QT: Qt [29] is a multiplatform C++ GUI application
framework. It provides application developers with all the
functionality needed to build applications with state-of-theart graphical user interfaces. Qt is fully object-oriented, easily
extensible, and allows true component programming. Qt structure matchs perfectly with OCAS structure.

C. Shape printing with FDM
The solid reconstruction of the carotid lumen in each of the
above specimens, is exported in STL format, and transmitted
to the prototyping device. We use a RP machine with FDM
technique. FDM is a technique whereby digital surface models
are converted to scale models of resin or wax. It works with
STL representation of solid objects and the main steps of its
pipeline are: acquiring the STL file; orienting it in the right
position in order to satisfy some constructive needs; slicing the
STL geometry obtaining a set of sections which can be thought
as level curves of the object; 3D printing [23]. This task is
performed by the Quickslice ( c Stratasys) program furnished
with the 3D printer.

result and the method Curve() returns the computed B-Spline
curve (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Points on each single slice are interpolated by using a B-Spline
periodic and closed curve.

III. D ISCUSSION
After interpolation and reparametrization tasks, the result
for each vessel section is a closed B-spline curve [30], 128
generating 3D points are enough to represent the 2D lumen.
The points vector obtained represents the geometric constraints
for the generating interpolation curve. The points interpolation
procedure of single arrays is realized with one B-Spline
curve for each slice. B-Spline curves provide sufficient control
flexibility for the scope of the application, we can use lower
degree curves and still maintain a large number of control
points. Since B-spline curves satisfy the strong convex hull
property, they have a fine shape control. In particular a position
change of a control point does not globally affect the shape of
the whole curve (local modification property). As described
previously, for each cross section we have a finite number
of closed contours which represent sections of vessels. By
using OCAS geometry tools it is possible to connect two
closed parameterized B-splines belonging to two adjacent
cross sections (levels), obtaining a B-spline surface which can
be thought as a portion of a cylinder. This task is carried
out by connecting curves of adjacent levels in a one-to-one
mapping between the points of a curve whith points of the
other one. The OCAS commands used to perform the process
is the following:
Cx=GeomAPI_Interpolate
(const Handle(TColgp_HArray1OfPnt)& Pnts,
const Standard_Boolean PeriodicFlag,
const Standard_Real Tolerance)
Where Pnts is the points vector given by the segmentation
algorithm. GeomApi interpolate class initializes an algorithm
for constructing a constrained BSpline curve passing through
the points of the table Pnts. If PeriodicFlag is set to true, the
constrained BSpline curve will be periodic and closed. In this
case, the junction point is the first point of the table Pnts.
The tolerance value Tolerance is used to check that points
are not too close to each other, or tangential vectors (defined
using the function Load) are not too small. We set this value
to Tolerance=1.0e-3 (two order of magnitude lower than the
pixel size). The resulting BSpline curve is ”C2” continuous.
The method IsDone() checks the validity of the interpolation

To connect the B-Spline curves obtained during the previous
step we use B-Spline surfaces, surface properties are similar
to curves properties. The key characteristic of these surfaces
is that they are parametric. Note that all surfaces must have
a geometric continuity, and any surface is at least ”C0”.
Generally, continuity is checked at construction time or when
the curve is edited. OCAS makes this explicit at execution
time. The class:
Sx= GeomFill_BSplineCurves
(const Handle(Geom_BSplineCurve)& C1,
const Handle(Geom_BSplineCurve)& C2,
const GeomFill_FillingStyle Type)
constructs a framework for building a BSpline surface from
the two contiguous BSpline curves, C1 and C2; Type is an
attribute indicating the style of the surface, in our case is a
rounded style of patch. The alternatives are “flat patches”,
or “more rounded patches”. From each B-Spline surface we
create a Shell, i.e., a shape corresponding only to the skin and
not to a solid model defined by a boundary and a thickness
(see Fig. 5 b). As the surface is “C2” continuous, the shell
contains only one face. The OCAS class is:
Sh = BRepBuilderAPI_MakeShell shellgenoff
(Sx.Surface());
After the shell sequence production, we create the solid
made of a series of shells which do not intersect each other.
One of these shells constitutes the outside skin of the solid.
There is not an OCAS method during the construction of solid
to verify that shells does not intersect each other (Fig. 5).
Reconstruction problems arise when topological structure
of cross sections changes when passing from a section to the
subsequent. A case of topological change is the bifurcation
(see Fig. 6)
Our aim is to develop an automatic method to manage this
problem, i.e. to connect two tubes with a single one. It is not a
simple task to connect a set of plane sections when they pass
from one to two closed contours. The one-to-one mapping of
vertices described above is no longer possible.
Antiga et al. [16] technique use segmented lumen vessel
verteces and extract shape structures by an axial sectioning.

Fig. 5. a) Junction shell of 2 contiguous B-Spline curves. The B-Spline
surfaces are joined to form the lumen vessel. b) Internal and external parallel
shells are necessary to create a printable solid. The outer surface is an offset
surface of the inner one.

The topological problem at bifurcation regions is solved by
gluing two triangular patches to fill the holes generated by the
junction of the three cylindrical portions, as shown in Fig. 7.
This solution requires the computation of the curve reconstruction algorithm to the images from CT dataset, perpendicularly to the axial centerline. The axial centerline is computed
in a previous step and after the image interpolation process;
it is necessary to exatract the new centerlines aligned images
from the volume dataset (the stack of CT images). At the end a
new segmentation step is applied to extract the new generating
curve of the bifurcation.
While looking for the most suitable solution for reconstructing the carotid region lumen shape, we also tried a four parts
decomposition technique shown in Fig. 8. The four patches
LFS, RFS, LBS and RBS (LFS is the acronymous of Left Front
Surface, etc.) were obtained by cutting the region of interest
with two vertical planes passing through a point belonging to
the bifurcation region (the apex point  in Fig. 8 b). One of
the vertical planes is the bifurcation plane (sagittal plane), the
other one is perpendicular to it (transaxial plane). This kind
of decomposition was not suitable for the following reasons:
greater is the number of patches to be joined, more
complicated is the joining surface blending operation.
referring to figure 8: each of the four patches into which
the object is decomposed is bounded by five curves (refer    ),
ring to LFS: 
two of which (   and   ) belong to transaxial
planes,    belongs to sagittal plane and   
and    lie on coronal plane.

Fig. 6. Simplified representation of the carotid vessel. The end of CCA part
made of the curves CB-1 and CB is connected to the bottom part of ECA
(defined by the lumen curves CTR and CTR+1) and to the bottom part of
ICA (defined by the lumen curves CTL and CTL+1).

This means that we should define the vertical curves separately, with the extreme points being the only known data
about them. Moreover, even with the well-defined bounding
curves (we tried using circle and parabola segments passing by
        ! ), they are not sufficient to generate
an acceptable B-spline surface: point-to-point coincidence between different patches is not guaranteed on border curves and
reconstruction operation failed near the vertices of bounding
curves.
We demonstrate now that is possible to solve the bifurcation
shape reconstruction automatically by using only parallel serial
shape curves (the curves CTL, CTR, CB shown in Fig. 6)
We divided the bifurcation region into three parts (as shown
in Fig. 9), which are quadrilateral parametric surface patches.
Then we reconstruct the B-spline surface for each one of the
three patches, and join them to form a single surface.
To obtain the surfaces we select the points  and !
respectively on the curves CTL and CTR of Fig. 9.  and !
are the extreme-points, belonging to the original arrays, of the
minimum distance segment between the two curves CTL and
CTR. Then we calculate the segment perpendicular to segment
 "#! , passing through its medium point and translate it on
CB plane. This point must belong to the region bounded by
CB, %$ that is inside the region bounded by CB is a good
candidate. Then, on curve CB, we take the points & and  ,
belonging to the original segmented vector points array. Such
points are the nearest points to the intersection points between
CB and segment perpendicular to segment '( ! . We divide
the array CB into two open arrays, CBL and CBR on Fig. 9.
Open arrays are needed as supports to overcome the difficulties
given by the topological change passing from slices with one
contour to slices with two different contours. To obtain the

Fig. 7.
Geometric solution of the carotid bifurcation problem: Antiga
approach. Two triangular patches are glued to the three cylindrical portion,
the arrow points o the front added triangulated shape surface patch.

lateral surfaces of the bifurcation, we connect CBL with CTL
and CBR with CTR still using the OCAS class:
Sx= GeomFill_BSplineCurves
(const Handle(Geom_BSplineCurve)& CBL,
const Handle(Geom_BSplineCurve)& CTL,
const GeomFill_FillingStyle Type)
After this job, a quadrilateral hole remains to be filled in the
middle of the object. It can be closed with a third quadrilateral
saddle-like patch (Fig. 9), obtained again with the same class
GeomFill BSplineCurves having as arguments the B-Spline
right curves identified by EFL and EBR.
Sx= GeomFill_BSplineCurves
(const Handle(Geom_BSplineCurve)& EFL,
const Handle(Geom_BSplineCurve)& EBR,
const GeomFill_FillingStyle Type)
Joining the B-Spline surfaces obtained connecting open
arrays with the central B-Spline surface, we obtain a single
surface of bifurcation (Fig. 10).
At the same time we reconstruct an external skin for the
solid model of the lumen vessel; the resulting external shell
is parallel to the internal one.
The program ends its work exporting the obtained solid
shape in a file written in STL (STereoLitography) format. STL
is the input format accepted by all RP devices and hence by
FDM 2000 device, our 3D printer. The OCAS class used is:
Stlwriter= StlAPI_Writer();
Stlwriter.SetDeflection
(const Standard_Real aDeflection);
Stlwriter.SetCoefficient
(const Standard_Real aCoefficient);
Stlwriter.Write(SHAPE,shape.stl);

Fig. 8. Shape reconstruction of the bifurcation: Deleo approach. Four patches
are created and joined to obtain a surface. The curves (  ,  ,  ) and ( ,
 ,  ) are computed automatically imposing the points constraints to circle
curves.

By changing values of aDeflection and aCoefficient we can
affect the number of triangles of the resulting mesh. The
deflection represents the maximum distance permitted between
any point on the surface and the corresponding point on the
triangulation.
The output shape can be inspected interactivelly before to be
(directly) exported in the ultimate format for the RP device.
IV. C ONCLUSION
With the prototypal system we set up, we were able to
obtain a complete shape reconstruction and manufacturing
of vessel structures starting from CT datasets. We applied
the tecnique to a set of five autoptic data set. The shape
reconstruction algorithm produces fit replicas of the lumen
replicas (see Fig. 14). The tessellation automatically generated
by OCAS classes is of poor quality, and unfitable with our
needs. The reconstructed BRep model is valid and “C0”, but
its tesselated version is not “C0”. Thiny holes are present
between the surfaces edges. this problem is not visible when
the FDM producing layer is the same as the CT transaxial.
At this moment we can not operate on triangle composition
and directly on their dimension. A critical point is the size
of output STL file which becomes very large to obtain a
perfect match between triangulation representation and lumen

Fig. 10. Generation of three patch-shells for bifurcation. The three B-Spline
patches resulting from the automatic shape reconstruction algorithm.

Fig. 9. a) and b) Decomposition of a bifurcation region in three quadrilateral
patches. c) Top view. The generating curves for the third patch are automatically computed from the point  which is selected by the point  and 
belonging to the crossed planar curve.

geometrical description About the chosen bifurcation region
algorithm for shape reconstruction, it has the advantage of
being quite simple, hence easily implemented, and it only
involves parts of planar horizontal curves and linear edges
segments (EFL and EBR in Fig. 9) as generating curves
for the third B-spline patch, which means that no added
data have to be introduced (no centerline curves neither nonparallel edges are necessary). Moreover, dealing exsclusively
with parallel curves, obtained straight from CT image by any
segmentation algorithm, presents the further advantage that we
can immediately compare the image processing segmentation
results with the manufactoring slices used by RP devices (as
shown in Fig. 12). Such a technique is the final tool to evaluate
the quality of the lumen replica.
This approach can solve the simplest bifurcation case, the

Fig. 11.
This histogram shows the realtionship between the value of
the deflection (mm) and the number of triangles generated from to OCAS
tessellation algorithm. As the deflection becomes
 lower
 . than 0.03 mm the
number of triangles overcomes the threshold of

case of a vessel tube which is splitted in two parts. This is not
the only case in which a bifurcation can appear. Fig. 13 shows
the case of a vessel portion in which a single tube splits into
two ones and its lumen cross sections is more complicated
then the example we have presented. This case can be solved
coupling topological tools (see [31] for a complete survey of
how managing general topological changes)
According to literature and market data, the cost of the stent
graft is approximately $600 making use of open surgery and
$7,000 making use of endovascular repair. On the basis of
these estimates from the literature, stent graft disposal costs
represents respectively about 34% ($7,000/$20,716) and 3%
($600/$18,484) of the total procedural costs for endovascular
and open surgical repairs [32].

Fig. 12.
Building up the test case of lumen replica. The image shows
the correspondence between the CT image (background image), and the
simulation of the building job: the red curves represent the section of the STL,
while the blue ones are the tool-paths to be covered by the FDM machine in
order to fill the section with building material. This image has been obteined
overimposing the output of the Quickslice c (Stratasys) program used by
FDM device.

Our tool is entirely written with open source software
(OSS), which means versatility, indipendence from commercial software, hence affordability for economically weak Institutions [15], this features guarantee that the radiologist has a
total control over each step of the pipeline. The software can
be customized to the user’s needs, either adding new classes
and methods or changing the involved parameters. Last but
not least point is that OSS is free, which means a considerable
reduction of costs for hospitals.
V. F UTURE

WORK

This is a work in progress. We are going to apply this technique to a set of five autoptic clinical cases. Evaluation from a
medical point of view will be performed to test the quality of
the reconstruction step. This operation will be carried out by
a medical team, which will compare virtual reconstructions
and material replicas with real parts on a survey of clinical
cases. Also, future developments of this work will be devoted
to make completely automatic the whole pipeline from the
segmentation step till to the FDM printing, which at this
moment involves some tasks (in the segmentation step) to be
done by the operator. Because the stl slicer of quickslice works
better if the triangles are small and equilateral, the capability
of managing meshes will be an important task of futur work.
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